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Transit Instructions 

Note that either north or south bound, masters to ensure sending regular arrival notices 3 , 2,  days and 24 hours before 
arrival  to our office  

The necessary information for your transit:  

 Vessel name, former name and nationality  
 Date of last transit and if there is any changes have been done to vessel's particulars  
 Owners/Charters name  
 Inter. GRT/NRT S.C.N.R.T.   S.D.W.T.  Max. Arr. draft L.O.A./breadth.  
 Vessel intention for transit  
 E.T.A.  
 Vessel status and cargo on board  
 If carrying dangerous cargo on board, state quantity, class and UN number  
 Whether you have projector on board or need one  
 Number of mooring boats required  

Two Hours Before and Upon arrival of indicated positions call  

 Port Said Pilot Station by V.H.F  -  CH.  12/13/16 

 Suez Pilot Station by V.H.F.   -   CH.  14/16  

 To report your arrival & anchor time. 

Try your best to fill the declaration of double bottom tanks which will be provided by S.C. representatives specially 
the non used tanks. 

Please try to make ullaging of the non-used bunker tanks reads 6 inches or less to be considered as an empty tank, 
which will be exempted from S.C.N.R.T. also do not sign in blank.  

Watchmen and Garbage services are not compulsory ; therefore, do not accept to sign for same in case are not required 
on board otherwise sign the actual services used and put sufficient details on the submitted vouchers i.e. number of 
watchmen used, quantity of garbage (approx.) disposed. 

Master will be contacted by our branch office upon arrival also our representative will attend your vessel in time to 
cooperate in processing transit formalities and for any assistance you may need. 

In case of any clarification or requirements, stores etc., please contact us (+201223474585) 

           Please don't hesitate to contact us if you need any further information 

  


